A New Digital Era for Global Fund Administrators

WHITE PAPER:
Unleash the Digital Power of your Back Office with Waterfall
Distribution and Data Digitalization
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Preface
In a continued high-performing and fiercely competitive industry, the role of
alternative investment fund administrator’s and their back office is increasingly
important to the market constituents - investors and asset managers This
paper focuses on the challenges fund administrators face that are limiting their
scale and execution and why digital waterfall innovation is imperative to their
transformation and keeping pace with new fund launches and client growth.
Below highlights the top drivers and targeted gains among administrators for
their back-office and transitioning to a modern digital-enabled operating
model:
o Capitalize on the private equity market growth and asset manager’s
proliferation of outsourcing
o Overcome today’s back-office fund accounting and administration
operations shortcomings to meet the increasing and diversified
investor demands and complex regulatory landscape
o Transform crucial time-consuming tasks, such as Waterfall Distribution
Management (WDM), into automated and transparent workflows and
processes (with controls) for systematic and repeatable operation to
simplify all the complexities and nuances of today’s Excel-based work
o Deliver digitized and curated private equity performance and
investment cost for enhanced data sets, increased service-levels and
expedient, data-driven responses to investor inquiries
o Be a leader in driving digital industry adoption and help clients
optimize their business, operations, and investment returns
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Is Your Back Office Ready?
Amid continued industry high performance, fierce competition and an outsourcing explosion, the table
stakes are high, and the bar is raised for fund administrator’s back-office execution.

With the momentum of 2021 and another record
year, $2.3t dry powder and the formidable number of
funds in the market, the private equity industry is on
pace for another stellar performance and deal
volume year with continued investor exuberance,
further allocations, and new fund growth.
Fund administrators are increasingly vital to the
alternative investment industry and market
constituent’s performance and operating model
execution. Asset managers are facing increasing
internal and external pressures that has led to a
proliferation of outsourcing of 3rd-party
administration services, to free up time for these
firms to focus more on their core business strength:
raising and investing capital and optimizing returns.
Likewise, sophisticated, and diversified investors
are gravitating to fund administrators for their
comprehensive portfolio of value-add services,
expertise, and technology and to build tighter
investment, operating, and data synergies with
their asset managers.
For fund administrators, the table stakes are high
amid fierce competition and an increasingly
complex operating and regulatory landscape.
Administrator’s back office is ever more important,
and the bar is raised to deliver advanced
technology and services for greater scale,
operational excellence, quality of service, cost
control and compliance.
The back office has been the backbone – the
“engine room” of fund administration delivering
core products and services for critical back-office
functions such as fund accounting, waterfall
calculations and reporting, valuation (NAV)

calculation, digital subscription and client
onboarding, and regulatory and tax compliance. It
has predominantly been a “people business” with a
“modus operandi” hinged on high-skilled and
salaried
resources
employing
traditional
accounting and general ledger systems, Excelbased work, manual data, and processes, limited
standardized private equity accounting best
practice and compliance checks.

Despite past success, many
administrators are at a crossroad with
their back office because of the
inherent frictions of their operating
model, limited deployment of state-ofthe-art technologies and increasing
challenges of talent acquisition and
retention
As a result, these firms are under increased scrutiny
by asset managers and their investor clients, and
this has led to an increasing churn of managers
changing their providers as result of service quality
concerns, cost, and scale. There is a growing
sentiment among asset managers that these
factors are crucial and impactful to optimizing their
returns and gaining greater economies of scale.
In response, administrators are shifting their
attention to back-office transformation with a high
priority on digitalization to achieve a sustainable,
better-aligned balance and utilization of talent,
technology, automated processes, and governance
to scale and optimize their operation and build for
the future.
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The Digital “Game Plan”
Fund administrators are at a pivotal growth point and back-office digitalization is paramount to succeeding in
this new and demanding private equity era.
“In this new private equity era, transitioning to a
Today, fund administrators, regardless of size or
modern, digital-enabled operating model will
specialty, are at a pivotal growth point and digital
eliminate the back-office friction of disjointed data
technology and automation are so paramount to
and systems, Excel-based work, and critical manual,
their execution because of the myriad of
time, and labor-intensive tasks and processes” says
operational and service-level benefits from
Charles Dooley, CEO & Co-founder of Cascata
implementing a modern back-office operations.
Solutions. He continued to say,

In general, emerging fund administrators have
made some investment in infrastructure and now,
are taking proactive steps to execute their digital
strategy to gain operational improvements and
scale with improved utilization of high-skilled
personnel. For larger firms, it is not as easy because
of their size and legacy operating model friction.
They are challenged to scale and keep pace with
the sizable “step up” trajectory of growth and
meeting the increasing internal and external
demands that in the past, were typically addressed
with added headcount. These firms are at a pivotal
point beyond which their existing accounting and
administration staff can no longer stretch to
support their existing administration duties and
accommodate growth – existing client’s new fund
launches and new client onboarding and support.

A major advantage of digital
technology and automation is the
reduced dependency and better
utilization and purpose, of high-skilled
resources to perform more strategic
and revenue-related tasks
To highlight this point, digitalization has been
paramount to the success of the increased M&A
activity last year among the leading private equity
fund administrators as they took action to grow
their organization and global market reach and
jurisdiction. In 2021, the M&A activity more than
doubled with twenty-one acquisitions.

In Deloitte’s report 2022 M&A Trends Survey: The future of M&A, of 1300 private
equity respondents, nearly two-thirds (63%) reported that the success of their
M&A activity is highly dependent on a successful digital transformation
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Digital Technology & Automation
Over the last five years, there has been a significant
increase in private equity-focused digital
innovation, predominantly in the front and middle
office delivering advancements and automation for
fund raising, investor relations, sales, market
research, deal sourcing, risk management and
more. In more recent years, the back-office has
followed with new innovations and priority among
administrators, delivering key advancements such
as capital call calculators, in-system statement
creation, and direct links between admins portals
and investment statements, automated waterfall
engines, hypothetical performance scenario and
cash flow forecasting tools, internal profit
allocation reporting, and more.
“Back-office automation is a natural yet critical
evolution for fund administrators to transform
their operating models. One of the clear benefits is
increased service levels making it easier to report
to investors, close the books, speed up
distributions, respond to ad hoc inquiries, and
reconcile reporting and regulatory disputes” says
Patrick Brunner, Cascata Solutions Co-founder, and
Director of Product Strategy.

At the forefront of their digital transformation
strategy, fund administrators are targeting crucial
back-office accounting and administration tasks
and processes that are complex, labor-intensive
and time-consuming, typically requiring highskilled, key-personnel to perform, such as Waterfall
distribution - the modeling, accounting, and
governance of the rules of profit distributions
between an investor and a fund manager.

Waterfall Distribution Management
Waterfall Distribution is one of the most crucial, yet
fragile fiduciary responsibilities of a fund
administrator because of the importance and
obligation of performance fee calculation, fund
accounting input and reconciliation, and
investment cost financial disclosure.
This is a high value and targeted back-office
discipline, a “digital oasis”, because of the depth of
operational, service level and financial benefits to
be gained through the delivery of a modern digital
waterfall solution and automation of all the
complex and manual, labor and time-consuming
tasks performed by high-skilled finance and fund
accounting specialists supported by their finance
operations team.

There has been a growing commercial acceptance and priority among fund
administrators for waterfall automation that has led to an increase in 3rd-party
technology licensing and acquisition activity; Alter Domus acquires IEA, a capital
administration solutions and waterfall distribution and allocation specialist
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Digital Innovation in Action
Setting the pace for back office digital transformation is Cascata Solutions – a commercially available, digital
Waterfall distribution solution.

Cascata Solutions is delivering innovative, digital
solutions to the private capital industry with a
charter to partner with fund administrators and
their clients to achieve their targeted back-office
digital-enabled operating models.
Cascata Solutions PE Suite TM is a complete turnkey
digital waterfall, fee, and expense management
solution for private equity fund administrators for
mainstream back-office fund accounting and
administration operation through the life cycle of a
fund and a manager’s portfolio without limitation
of the carry and fee arrangement complexity, fund
size or transaction level.

Digital Data
At the heart of the Cascata solution is the
digitization of all pertinent fund, performance,
investment cost, and legal information including
Net Asset Value (NAV), cash flows from inception,
carried interest, fees, expenses, LPA legal and
economics terms and more.
This digital
information is securely stored and always available
for monitoring, analytics, and reporting. This
diversified data combined with the solution’s
hypothetical performance scenario planning and
cash flow forecasting tools provides invaluable
insights, and benchmarks for more informed and
predictive investment decisions and contribution to
fund performance and cost attribution analysis.
“With investor’s insatiable demand for data,
administrators are doubling down on their Investor
Client Services business and are looking to curate
and deliver new and enhanced data to complement
their private equity data warehouse, services and
solution offerings e.g. performance management,
client portals and others” says, Chuck Dooley,
Cascata Solutions CEO. This will also open the door

for administrators to deliver new, value add
services such as industry fee, investment cost and
SLA benchmarking, aggregate performance fee
reporting and shadow performance fee
verification. Likewise, this will improve service
levels for more expedient and data-driven
responses to investor’s ad hoc and be-spoke
inquiries.

Systematic and Transparent Framework
The granularity and intelligence of the digitized
data combined with the solutions’ advanced
technology features delivers automated and
transparent workflows for day-to-day systematic
operation, simplifying all the complexity and laborintensive Excel-based tasks associated to Waterfall
distribution processes, reconciliation, and
reporting that can often lead to error. With the
increasing complexity of fund arrangements and
structures, the Cascata solution offers an extensive
waterfall library with proven models as well as a
user-defined, conditional calculation engine to
cover the full-range of simple to highly
sophisticated models “out of the box” for ease and
time of operation.
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Compliance
As fund administrators continues to grow their
client portfolio with an increasing number of funds,
digitalization is of utmost importance and
necessity, to bolster increased compliance and
control of its back-office operations across its
regional and/or global remote workforce. The
Cascata solution is delivered through a proven
SaaS-based operating environment and advanced
business logic and system features e.g. rules and
calculation engines. This enforces a consistent and
standardized accounting methodology across the
staff, based on industry best practices, for key tasks
such as hierarchical waterfall model construction,
performance fee calculation e.g. Preferred Return,
reporting e.g. ILPA and more. This mitigates the risk
of today’s typical model, fund accountants
managing individual spreadsheets for each client
and fund in the portfolio that can lead to
operational and reputational risk.
The solution is an industry open-standard, cloudbased architecture that is purpose built and infused
with Cascata Solutions’ extensive fund accounting,
administration, and waterfall experience. It also
offers open, standard APIs for tightly coupled
system and data integration with an
administrator’s general ledger and other key
systems e.g. client portal, data warehouse,
portfolio management, CRM and more for higher
quality data processes, intelligence, and accounting
coherence.
The solution offers a comprehensive feature set for
proven, enterprise production deployment and
high-quality administration operation including:
• Varied Carried Interest Models for the variety
of strategies (e.g. buyouts, Real Estate funds,
infrastructure, Venture, Fund-of-funds, etc.)
• Whole-Fund (European style model)
• Deal-by-Deal / Hybrid (US/Asia style model)
• Partial Deal Realization calculation

•

•
•
•

Digitalization of Investor- and Deal-level
Waterfall Economics
Flexible and Systematic Waterfall Modeling
Capability
• Multi-Tiered Preferred Return calculation
method (e.g. Interest on Net Contribution,
Simple Compounded, IRR or Multiple
based)
• Tiered GP catch up capability
• Multi-Tier profit splits based on % or IRR,
Multiple
and
Aggregate
Capital
Contributions
• Various return on contribution unrealized
loss handling
• Impairment adjustments
• Automatic fund level management fee
allocation to deal level and investors
• Carried interest planning and scenario
toolkit
• Multi-Currency reporting capability
• Flexible, user-defined rules engine to model
unique and more sophisticated waterfall
steps e.g. multiple tiers and conditions
What-if Scenario Cash Flow / Carry Forecasting
Full Transparency and Auditability of the
calculated results with formulistic view
Step-by-step decomposition of waterfall
components (e.g. details on preferred return
calculation

World-Class Support
The solution is backed by Cascata Solutions
business and technical team that has a track record
of delivering a high standard of excellence and
quality of customer service. Our team has a deeprooted experience in private equity fund
accounting, operations, and understands the full
spectrum of complexity and nuances with private
equity performance fees accounting and reporting,
and operationalizing digital waterfall distribution
solutions.
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How to Get Started
For emerging and mid-size administrators,
implementation, and onboarding of 10s to 100s of
funds is straight-forward and an expedient process
that is typically achievable in weeks’ time.
For larger administrators, a logical starting point to
operationalize the digital solution is targeting new
funds or clients to minimize the initial deployment
and onboarding timeline and build internal
proficiency.
Thereafter, a well-collaborated
assessment and migration plan would identify the
target clients and funds within the administrator’s
portfolio to be migrated to Cascata Solution’s
digital waterfall platform.

Regardless of the scale of the implementation,
Cascata has a proven system and fund onboarding
commissioning methodology supported by our
advanced AI-technology for automated data
extraction of LPAs and other relevant legal
documents, standardized data management (ILPA)
and templates, open API for streamlined system
and data exchange and business delivery team’s
extensive private equity fund accounting and
waterfall subject matter expertise.
We recognize the value of our client’s business and
time and are committed to excellence every step of
the way and through the life cycle of our client’s
portfolio.

If you want to Learn More
For more information, please visit www.cascata-solutions.com or email info@cascata-solutions.com. Click
here for a more detailed product brief.

About Cascata Solutions
Cascata Solutions is dedicated to delivering advanced digital cloud solutions for private capital fund
administrators and their clients to modernize their back-office operation for distribution waterfall and fee
administration and more. The founding team brings 30+ years of experience delivering technology and
business transformation programs for leading financial services institutions and aims to replicate its success
and ideation to help the private capital market constituents create competitive advantage amid fierce
competition and increasingly complex investment and operating landscape.

